Avoid Pitfalls in Precision Temperature Measurement
Everyone is familiar with the concept of temperature in an everyday sense because our bodies feel and are sensitive to any perceptible change. But for
more exacting needs as found in many scientific, industrial, and commercial
uses, the temperature of a process must be measured and controlled definitively. Even changes of a fraction of a degree Celsius can be wasteful or even
catastrophic in many situations.
For example, some biotech processes
require elevated temperatures for reactions to occur and added reagents require exactly the right temperature for
proper catalytic action. New alloys of
metal and composites, such as those
on the new Boeing 787 Dreamliner,
are formed with high temperature
methods at exacting degree points to
create the necessary properties of
strength, endurance, and reliability.
Certain medical supplies and pharmaceuticals must be stored at exactly the
desired temperature for transport and
inventory to protect against deterioration and ensure effectiveness.

The aerospace industry is constantly researching
stronger and lighter alloys for building the latest
airliners. These new alloys are formed using
high temperature methods at exacting degree
points.

These new applications have driven the hunt for more exacting temperature
measurement and control solutions that are easy to implement and use by both
novice users and experienced engineers alike. This is a challenging task.
However, new equipment and standards, such as LXI (LAN Extensions for
Instrumentation) offer a methodology to perform these exacting measurements in test and control applications.
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Many LXI devices are available on the market today. But, what do you need
to know to select the best temperature measurement solution for your test
and control application? This paper describes the common pitfalls of precision temperature measurement and what you need to consider before selecting a temperature measurement solution.
Accuracy.
What guarantees are possible? How does noise affect accuracy?
New 24-Bit Sigma-Delta A/Ds for each Input are a big part of the
answer.
Exact readings of small voltages are best done today by new 24-bit SigmaDelta A/D converters. These A/D converters can resolve signals of less than
0.300V or less than 1ppm. When measuring temperature, this resolution is
important because a thermocouple generates voltages in the order of 40mV
full-scale and can detect small changes of 50V. Sigma‐Delta A/D converters
can resolve these small readings.
Also, consider the configuration of the Sigma-Delta A/D converters. For
multiple measurements, it is ideal to have one Sigma-Delta A/D converter
per thermocouple or RTD input. This configuration offers redundancy for
each measurement by essentially providing a separate instrument for each
channel. Older designs use a multiplexer at the input as a means of sharing a
single A/D; in this configuration, if something damages the A/D, all channels are inoperable. By using a separate Sigma-Delta A/D converter per
channel, if one input gets damaged or ceases to operate, none of the other
inputs are affected.
When measuring thermocouples also consider the redundancy of the cold
junction compensation (CJC) circuits. A CJC reference is used to compensate for EMF changes from an established standard, the ice point or 0 degrees C, to the actual temperature at the input. The best design approach is
to use an ultra-stable semiconductor reference for the CJC and locate this
CJC as close as possible to the thermocouple measurement point.
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Older systems share a CJC circuit among many inputs and, thereby, introduce errors from temperature differences from one input to another. Having
a separate CJC for each thermocouple allows you to characterize the temperature at each input precisely for more accurate measurements.
SIDEBAR:

Pitfall #1 – Eliminate Random Noise to Get Usable Data

While Sigma-Delta converters provide substantial digital filtering above the
Nyquist frequency, the output from these converters is subject to low level
random noise generated by the converter itself, as shown in Figure 1. Note
that the variation of random noise as a function of time has a normal, Gaussian distribution.

Unfiltered Data from a Sigma-Delta Converter
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Figure 1. Noise Characteristics of Unfiltered Data from a Sigma-Delta
Converter
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When you are measuring small temperature changes from thermocouple
and RTD sensors, it is important to eliminate this unwanted noise by filtering the output of the Sigma-Delta converters. As you can see from Figure
2, filtered data eliminates random noise (in this case, approximately 60 mV
peak-to-peak), allowing you to discern the small temperature changes
measured by thermocouple or RTD sensors.
Filtered Data from a Sigma-Delta Converter
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Figure 2. Noise Characteristics of Filtered Data from a Sigma-Delta

Noise…it’s All Around Us
Noise is inherent in the environment. Most applications have noise problems that affect the accuracy of their measurements. For example, arc
welding equipment and aluminum extrusions have huge current surges
that emit spikes onto signal lines. When measuring small temperature
changes in these environments, the A/D front-end that is attached to the
thermocouple sensor must reject noise and measure just the signal, despite the fact that the signal is riding on top of a large voltage surge that
may be hundreds of times larger than the signal you want to measure.
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The key to accurate measurements is to isolate each input with its own
DC-DC converter so that there is complete separation (sufficient physical
space) and that no arcing occurs even up to 1000V. This kind of separation is referred to as galvanic isolation. Proper isolation separates the signal from the noise, even up to hundreds of volts, and allows sub-millivolt
signals to be measured to 24-bit resolution or 1 part in 16 million.
It is also critical that the DC-DC converter does not generate noise that
can escape from it and enter sensitive analog circuitry. An off-the-shelf
solution to this problem is wishful thinking. Careful design of the A/D
front-end suppresses this self-generation of noise. The DC-DC must operate above the frequency of interest and be filtered. The clock driving the
A/D must be synchronous with the system clock and triggers so as to not
introduce other noise errors. In addition, care must be used when driving
banks of channels so that clock sequences are alternated to minimize
surges in current spikes.
THE APPLICATION INTERFACE.
OK … All I Want to Do is Measure Temperatures…Make it Easy!
The aim of any instrument is to allow its use with a minimum of time lost.
This is called a positive out-of-the-box experience. Measuring temperature should be as easy as plugging in a thermocouple and selecting a “go”
button. In addition, having a small, portable instrument that can be transported easily and set up quickly increases testing flexibility and minimizes
start-up time.
The key to “getting started quickly” is to use an instrument that operates
within a defined system protocol. For example, LXI is an ideal standard
that uses the popular Ethernet network to allow instruments to communicate. Using a measurement application consisting of standard web pages
for the instrument, you can monitor and control each instrument easily.
Temperature readings can be viewed locally or remotely, and revised or
changed easily, depending on security allowances.
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Temperature Accuracy…Shouldn’t it be expressed in Degrees C?
Users typically want their readings guaranteed to be accurate to less than
one degree Celsius. Engineers talk in terms of voltage accuracy, but users
want their specification expressed in temperature, and not only in electrical terms, like voltage.
Great care must be taken to offer guaranteed temperature accuracy – not
typical, but worst-case accuracy. Testing for accuracy and complete temperature calibration requires a 2-point temperature setting with absolute
temperature baths for both points. This is the best check. As an alternative, accuracy can also be calculated; using this approach, all sources of
error are taken into account mathematically and the results are checked
empirically.
SIDEBAR: Pitfall #2
Data from the Application must be Easily Accessible
The measurement application should allow almost instant set-up of the
instrument. Temperatures should be available in degrees Celsius, Kelvin,
or Fahrenheit. Readings should be able to be graphed, sent to Excel, displayed, and the user should be able to set up limits and trigger alarms easily.
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Define alarm
limits for each
channel.

Display data in
a chart, log data
to disk, and
analyze data in
Excel.

Display measurement results for each
channel in °C, °F, °K, Ohms, or Volts, and
show out-of-range and alarm conditions in
red.
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FOCUS ON APPLICATIONS …
What is needed is accurate, reliable data!
Temperature measurement is a basic requirement of many applications.
Here are two applications where measuring temperature is critical.
Application for Development of new Materials: the Composite Curing
Oven
New materials have played a key role in
technological advances throughout human
history. Advanced composites are among today’s miracle materials. Their remarkable
strength-to-weight ratio has led to a number
of breakthrough products – from aircraft to
bicycles to armor.
When developing composite materials, manufacturers must carefully
monitor and control the curing cycle - the process by which the substrate
and resin are bonded together (cured) to form the composite material. In
this process, large, industrial curing ovens are used to heat the composite
material to the proper curing temperature. The size of a two-car garage,
these curing ovens allow for batch processing, where materials are loaded
onto rolling carts, positioned in the oven, cured, and then rolled out.
Characterizing and optimizing the curing cycle are paramount in controlling the final properties of the composite material. To allow operators to
bring the oven up to the curing temperature in the shortest amount of time
without overshooting the target curing temperature range, temperature uniformity information must be collected.
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An ideal temperature measurement solution for this application provides
the following key features:
High-Accuracy Measurements
 Up to 48 separate thermocouple inputs - mix and match B, E,
J, K, N, R, S, and/or T thermocouples as well as voltage inputs that can be embedded inside the composite material
within the curing ovens
 24-bit Delta-Sigma A/D converter per channel for the highest
resolution (1 part in 16 million) to ensure that the most accurate measurements possible are collected for providing
proper curing.
 A CJC for each channel to make the instrument more accurate and more immune to temperature variations both inside
and outside the instrument
 No multiplexing and 1000 V galvanic isolation to eliminate
cross-talk
 Built-in anti-aliasing filters to reject 50 Hz and 60 Hz power
line frequencies
 150 dB common-mode rejection
Robust Architecture
 48 parallel instrument architecture for component redundancy to ensure continuous and reliable process monitoring
over the curing temperature range and curing cycle
 1000 V isolation protects the instrument from the environment and to avoid down-time
 Independent channels…should one get damaged, there is no
effect on any other
Easy to Use Interface
 A ready-to-measure application that can be customized easily, providing the ability to display and log temperature data
to optimize the curing cycle
 Easy-access jacks for connecting thermocouples via quick
set-up
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Application for New Energy Materials: Li-on Battery Testing
Advances in battery technology have revolutionized the consumer market
– powering products such as cell phones and laptops to hybrid cars. Lithium-ion batteries are the predominant power source for these devices because of their ability to store a great deal of energy in a compact, light
package. However, lithium-ion batteries do present safety concerns as
they have the potential to catch fire when charging mechanisms malfunction or temperature extremes are present. To ensure product safety and reliability, it is paramount that manufacturers accurately test the charge/
discharge cycle of these batteries to characterize their behavior and predict their performance.
To accomplish this, customers often
require a portable laptop solution,
capable of measuring multiple thermocouple and voltage inputs of batteries in different locations. Highaccuracy measurements are critical
to allow precise product characterization for determining product
safety and reliability. Solutions offering a 24-bit A/D per and CJC per
channel, high common-mode voltage, and galvanic isolation are key features for providing high precision, reliable measurements. To reduce development/testing time, easy-to-use software and easy access connectors
are also key features.
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